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Abstract

The goal of my research is to illustrate several shared harmonic devices used by Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov and John Coltrane. I also seek to offer new analyses of these devices as used
by John Coltrane in his compositions between1958 and 1961. They are analyzed as singular
harmonic devices first codified by Rimsky-Korsakov. Jazz pedagogy may benefit from viewing
these devices which are found within the “Coltrane Cycle,” in this new light. Extensive research
has been done on the music of John Coltrane. However, the music of Rimsky-Korsakov, and the
modulatory schemes governing his compositions, have been largely overlooked in the world of
jazz. Several harmonic devices that he first codified in his Practical Manual of Harmony have
also been overlooked. These devices originating with Rimsky-Korsakov, appear as identical
harmonic schemes in several of Coltrane’s groundbreaking compositions. Analysis of excerpts
from several works of Rimsky-Korsakov and Coltrane will illustrate areas of overlap of these
devices.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of my research is to illustrate several shared harmonic devices used by Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov and John Coltrane. I also offer new analyses of these devices as used by John
Coltrane in his compositions between1958 and 1961. They are analyzed as singular harmonic
devices first codified by Rimsky-Korsakov. Jazz pedagogy may benefit from viewing these
devices which are found within the “Coltrane Cycle,” in this new light. Extensive research has
been done on the music of John Coltrane. However, the music of Rimsky-Korsakov, and the
modulatory schemes and harmonic progressions governing his compositions, have been largely
overlooked in jazz scholarship. Several harmonic devices that he first codified in his Practical
Manual of Harmony have also been overlooked. These devices, which originated with Korsakov,
appear as identical harmonic sequences in several of Coltrane’s groundbreaking compositions.
Analysis of excerpts from several works of Korsakov and Coltrane will illustrate areas of overlap
of these devices.
Jazz and Classical Music’s Subtle Flirtation
There has been a longstanding assumption within music circles that an insurmountable
divide exists between the worlds of classical music and jazz. Staunch advocates of either of these
two areas have often seemed dismissive of the other. This seemingly antithetical relationship is
often discernible despite many examples of jazz and improvisational music deriving inspiration
from classical music, and classical musicians becoming more interested in improvisation. There
have been many notable examples of the cross-pollination of jazz and classical music, such as
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Miles Davis’s 1959 recording “Kind of Blue,” featuring pianist Bill Evans. Davis later stated that
he hired Evans because of his knowledge of Ravel-like harmonies and voicings and his new
approach to accompaniment in jazz. This was a sound Davis sought for his band at that time.1
Igor Stravinsky had verbalized his interest in jazz as far back as the end of World War I, and
wrote his “Ebony Concerto” for Woody Herman’s band in 1945.2 Incorporation of harmonies
initially developed by western classical composers within jazz dates back to the early twentieth
century. Although jazz largely did not invent many of the chords it borrowed, it certainly has
explored them very deeply through improvisation. This borrowing of harmony and harmonic
concepts from classical music within jazz is well known among improvisers in a general sense.
What is not as well known, or often addressed, are specific harmonic concepts used by jazz
innovators that are directly linked to classical composers.

Seeker of Knowledge
John Coltrane, one of jazz’s greatest innovators, was also an avid seeker of musical
knowledge. This fervent desire to challenge himself musically, and find new harmonic territory
to explore both as a composer and improviser, was a driving force in him singlehandedly
ushering in several new stages in the development of jazz and improvisational music. Coltrane
was also known to have investigated various music texts and written sources. His investigation
of Nicolas Slonimsky’s Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns was well known among jazz

1. Ashley Khan, “Miles Davis and Bill Evans: Miles & Bill in Black and White,” JazzTimes (September 1, 2001):
http, https://jazztimes.com/archives/miles-davis-and-bill-evans-miles-and-bill-in-black-white/.
2. Roy “Futureman” Wooten, “Stravinsky Composes a Jazz and African Inspired Ebony Concerto ft. Woody
Herman & His Big band,” National Museum of African American Music (May 24, 2016):
https://nmaam.org/2016/05/24/stravinsky-composes-a-jazz-african-inspired-ebony-concerto-for-woody-herman-hisbig-band/.
2

musicians in the 1950’s, and led some notable younger improvisers to also investigate the book.3
These performers looked to classical music’s pedagogical materials in the hopes of finding new
concepts and approaches to harmony which would expand their vocabularies as improvisers.
Coltrane’s studious nature was greatly respected by his peers. This was keenly demonstrated in
his well-known and almost obsessive practicing habits of up to ten hours per day, and his
seemingly endless well-spring of energy devoted to the composition of new pieces. He was also
known as an extremely open-minded individual in general, but certainly with respect to music of
all genres from all parts of the world. His willingness to incorporate influences from disparate
musical sources in his own work, such as African and Indian music, are but two examples. In
fact, the influence of African and Indian music became an essential aspect of several records
Coltrane recorded between 1961 and 1967 such as “Africa/Brass,” “Kulu Se Mama,” “Ole,” and
“Ascension” to name a few. The rhythmic aspects of these influences in particular became
deeply woven into the fabric of Coltrane’s vision for his various ensembles of different sizes.
Coltrane’s search for new sonorities, formal structures, and harmonic approaches is at the heart
of my research.
In the early 1950’s Coltrane became aware of many harmonic concepts, sequences, and
devices, as well as approaches to modulation derived from classical music, which he would
incorporate into both his compositions and improvisations between 1959 and 1965. Coltrane
recognized the great potential of these devices and concepts, and employed them as a means of
broadening his musical horizons as a composer and improviser within improvisational music. He
composed several pieces, and recorded them on various records throughout this period which

3. Nicolas Slonimsky, Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns. (New York: Coleman-Ross, 1947). Joe
Charupakorn, “Allan Holdsworth 1946 – 2017,” PremierGuitar.com (April 19, 2017):
https://www.premierguitar.com/articles/25624-allan-holdsworth-19462017.
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employed these governing modulatory schemes and harmonic sequences as fundamental
compositional material on which the pieces were based. These sequences and modulatory
schemes came to be known as the “Coltrane Cycle,” or “Coltrane Changes,” within jazz, and
now represent an essential area of study for any intermediate to advanced student of jazz
composition and improvisation on any instrument. One must master the Coltrane Cycle to be
considered an advanced jazz improviser. “Giant Steps,” recorded in May 1959, is the most wellknown of the pieces that came to be part of this group of compositions by Coltrane which feature
the Coltrane Cycle.4
How Coltrane may have learned about these harmonic approaches has been a source of
ongoing speculation for decades among scholars and musicians; I will examine what I consider a
possible scenario. Regardless of how he became familiar with these devices, they are identical in
nature to several harmonic devices first codified by the Russian composer and pedagogue
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov some seventy years prior to Coltrane’s usage.

Scholarly Research in Coltrane and Rimsky-Korsakov
Extensive research has been done on the music of John Coltrane. There is no single jazz
musician who has been more analyzed theoretically. Most major music schools across the United
States with significant jazz programs have dedicated entire courses to the study of his
compositions and improvisational approach. Particular works by Coltrane, such as “A Love
Supreme,” have been the subject of master’s theses.5 Analysis of the development of his

4. Unknown author, “John Coltrane–Giant Steps,” Jazzwise Vol. unknown Issue unknown (July 17,
2019): https://www.jazzwise.com/features/article/john-coltrane-giant-steps.
5. See, for example, Reza Mohajer, “A transcendental approach to John Coltrane: applying spiritual principles to
Giant Steps into the Cosmos,” (2012): https://pqdtopen.proquest.com/doc/1112909006.html?FMT=ABS.
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chronological periods, beginning in the middle to late 1950’s, with his “sheets of sound”
approach, through his avant-garde period leading up to his death in 1967, have all run concurrent
with his work.6
However, much of the music of Rimsky-Korsakov, his pedagogical methods, and study
of specific modulatory schemes governing many of his works have been largely overlooked. His
harmony textbook, Practical Manual of Harmony, first published in Russian in 1884 and
translated into English in 1930, has been undervalued and under-investigated by music scholars
and composers as a vital and influential area of harmonic ingenuity and innovation in the west.7
Although Korsakov’s compositions and compositional methods have not been examined
as exhaustively as Coltrane’s, some research exists. Philip Ewell’s 2019 article, “On RimskyKorsakov’s False (Hexatonic) Progressions Outside the Limits of a Tonality,” was the first
thorough examination of the underlying hexatonic modulatory plans—which were similar to the
Coltrane Cycle—governing several of his operas.8 Unfortunately, Korsakov is mostly known
outside of Russia as the teacher of Igor Stravinsky. Although the fact that Korsakov taught
Stravinsky harmony and composition privately for several years is of course significant, this has
tended to relegate Korsakov in the minds of scholars and musicians to the role of pedagogue,
which contributes to his being overlooked as a significant composer himself outside of Russia.

6. Michael J. West, “Ira Gitler 1928-2019,” jazztimes.com (February 26, 2019):
https://jazztimes.com/features/tributes-and-obituaries/ira-gitler-1928-2019/.
7. Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Practical Manual of Harmony (New York, NY: Carl Fischer, 1930).
8. Philip Ewell, “On Rimsky-Korsakov’s False (Hexatonic) Progressions Outside the Limits of a Tonality,”
Music Theory Spectrum 41/1 (Spring 2020).
5

Key Players: Rimsky-Korsakov, Slonimsky, Sandole, and Coltrane
It is necessary to understand an essentially unbroken line of teacher-student
relationships that demonstrate the magnitude of Korsakov’s influence as a composer and
teacher. Through an examination of this lineage, a sense of his harmonic ingenuity and
innovation, and the scope of his influence over several generations of composers and
compositional methods become more evident. This look into this lineage attempts also to
offer a possible scenario as to how the devices in question may have been passed down
through several generations of pedagogy, which ultimately aids in the analysis of the
central devices and concepts themselves to be examined.
Rimsky-Korsakov was born on March 18, 1844, in Tikhvin, Russia. He showed
signs of being a gifted child musically as early as age four, amazing his parents by picking out
the melodies of tunes he heard his father playing on piano. He began taking piano lessons at age
six, studying with several private teachers over several years. In 1856 he arrived in St.
Petersburg, enrolled by his parents in the youth Marine Corps. He maintained weekly piano
lessons with a local private teacher. It was during this period, 1857–58, that he attended the
opera for the first time and fell in love with it. Korsakov cites Robert le Diable, Der Freischutz,
Marta, I Lombardi, and La Traviata all as works that initially shaped his love of opera between
1857–59.9 He also came to greatly admire the music of Mikhail Glinka around this time. His first
attempts at composition also occurred during this period, as he wrote several variations on
themes by Glinka. He also cites his next great influence, the music of Mily Balakirev, both his
virtuosic piano playing and his composing, around 1860–61.10 He met Balakirev in 1861 at his

9. Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, Rimsky-Korsakov My Musical Life (New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 1923), 10.
10. Ibid., 17.
6

home, presenting him with his Scherzo in C minor, which Balakirev approved of. Korsakov also
met Cui and Musorgsky there. He began visiting Balakirev’s home each Saturday evening, and
was welcomed into this inner circle of great composers as a promising young talent. Balakirev
considered Korsakov’s compositional gifts to be geared toward symphonic writing, and felt he
had a natural gift for orchestration.11 Korsakov remained in this exclusive group of brilliant
composers, which became known as the “Russian Five,” with the eventual inclusion of Borodin,
in this informal setting for many years. During this time, he composed initial versions of two of
his greatest operas; an early orchestral version of “Sadko” in 1867, and “Mlada” in 1872.
During the summer of 1871, “Sadko” was performed by the Russian Musical Society in
St. Petersburg. Mikhail Azanchevski, newly appointed director of the St. Petersburg
Conservatory, was in attendance. Azanchevski was so impressed with the score that he contacted
Korsakov and offered him a professorship position at the conservatory which he accepted.
Korsakov remained on faculty there until 1906.
Korsakov began teaching counterpoint and harmony courses at the conservatory
in 1874. In 1875–1882, Korsakov taught composition and harmony to two gifted students; Anton
Arensky and Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov. Arensky attended the St. Petersburg Conservatory
between 1879 and 1882. Ippolitov-Ivanov attended for a longer period of time, from 1875 until
he completed his studies with Korsakov in 1882. These two direct students of Korsakov played a
significant role in the lineage of pedagogy that potentially connects Rimsky-Korsakov, Nicolas
Slonimsky, and John Coltrane.
Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov was born in 1859 near St. Petersburg. After completing his
training under Rimsky-Korsakov, he became the director of the music academy in Tbilisi,

11. Ibid., 28.
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Georgia, and conducted its orchestra. He remained in this position until 1890. In 1893 he
accepted an offer of a professorship at the Moscow Conservatory of Music. In 1904, he was
promoted to be the director of the conservatory, a position he held until 1924. He passed away in
Moscow in 1935. Ippolitov-Ivanov mostly composed chamber music, symphonic works and
operas.12 He was a highly regarded teacher of composition and harmony, passing along the
methods and techniques he had learned from Rimsky-Korsakov both in his private studies and in
formal classes at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. The influence of Korsakov loomed large in the
composing and teaching methods of Ippolitov-Ivanov.13
One notable student of Ippolitov-Ivanov was Reinhold Glière, who was born Reyngold
Moritsevich Glier, on December 30, 1874, in Kiev, Ukraine. He attended the Moscow
Conservatory, where he studied theory and composition with Ippolitov-Ivanov. He also studied
theory, harmony, and composition with Anton Arensky, the other direct pupil of Korsakov
mentioned previously.14 Glière graduated from the Moscow Conservatory in 1900, the recipient
of harmonic and compositional techniques from not one, but two of Rimsky-Korsakov’s direct
pupils: Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov and Anton Arensky. He became the director of the Kiev
Conservatory in 1914, and remained in that position until his return to Moscow in 1920. During
his time at the Kiev Conservatory, Glière was a highly respected pedagogue. He died in 1956.
Among his notable students were Sergey Prokofiev, Aram Khachaturian, and a young Russian

12. Unknown author, “Mikhail Mikhaylovich Ippolitov-Ivanov,” naxos.com:
https://www.naxos.com/person/Mikhail_Mikhaylovich_Ippolitov_Ivanov/24522.htm.
13. The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, "Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov Russian Composer,”
Brittanica.com (July 20 1998): https://www.britannica.com/biography/Mikhail-Ippolitov-Ivanov.
14. The Editors of Encyclopedia Britannica, “Reinhold Glière Soviet Composer,” Britannica.com (July 20,
1998): https://www.britannica.com/biography/Reinhold-Glière.
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pupil eager to study harmony, music theory, and composition named Nicolas Slonimsky, who
would later reflect on his studies with Glière as pivotal lessons in his studies.
Nicolas Slonimsky was born in St. Petersburg, Russia, on April 27, 1894. He was a gifted
musical child, and it was discovered at approximately age six that he possessed absolute pitch.
This was confirmed by his aunt, Isabelle Vengerova, a well-known piano teacher in St.
Petersburg. Vengerova eventually became one of the founders of the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia. She immediately began giving the boy regular piano lessons.15
At age fourteen in 1908, young Slonimsky was enrolled in his aunt’s piano course at the
St. Petersburg Conservatory. At that time, Alexander Glazunov was the director of the
conservatory having succeeded Korsakov. At young Slonimsky’s audition for acceptance to the
conservatory, both Glazunov and Maximillian Steinberg, Rimsky-Korsakov’s son-in-law, were
present. Both men attempted to stump young Nicolas by playing several intervals sounded
simultaneously, and chord voicings of tetrads in inverted iterations as an aural entrance exam.
Slonimsky named each pitch, and their exact position in each chord’s structure to their
amazement. He was immediately accepted.
Slonimsky remained in the conservatory for several years. Most of his piano studies were
with his aunt, but his composition and harmony lessons were with Anton Arensky, the former
direct pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov. Slonimsky refers to his compositions and compositional
approach at this time with the following description: “At first, my various piano pieces were very
much in the style of Rimsky-Korsakov’s students—you know, I imitated them.”16 He again
refers to his ideal in composition being embodied in Korsakov: “When I was very young at the

15. Nicolas Slonimsky, Perfect Pitch (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 4.
16. Richard Kostelanetz, “Conversation with Nicolas Slonimsky about His Composing,” The Musical Quarterly
Vol. 74 No. 3 (1990): 2.
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St. Petersburg Conservatory my ideal was not Bach. My ideal was Rimsky-Korsakov, because I
studied with Rimsky-Korsakov’s pupils. My intention was to be an ideal pupil of an ideal pupil
of Rimsky-Korsakov.”17
Slonimsky fled Russia in 1917 with the advent of the Russian revolution. He settled first
in Kiev, Ukraine, where he remained for a few years before moving on to Constantinople (now
Istanbul) and then Paris. He studied privately with another indirect pupil from Korsakov’s
lineage, Reinhold Glière. Slonimsky took private composition lessons with Glière for a year. He
recalled this period in a 1986 interview with radio host Bruce Duffie, who asked; “I understand
you worked a bit with Reinhold Glière in Kiev. Did he influence your compositional style?” To
which Slonimsky responded; “Yes. I did have some studies, not at the conservatory but private
studies in Kiev. At the St. Petersburg Conservatory I studied with my aunt, the famous piano
teacher Vengerova. Several years later I was a slavish imitator of my ideals which were
Tchaikovsky and Rimsky-Korsakov, and Glière as a continuator of the Russian school.”18
In 1947 Slonimsky published his Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns. A
compendium of information, the book contains many concepts of scale construction geared
toward producing scales of several octaves in length, ideas for dividing the octave in two, three,
four, and six equal parts, and many patterns which show methods of embellishing a basic
melodic pattern structured around these equal divisions of the octave. The book has been referred
to as a reference manual for melodic patterns.

17. Ibid., 10.
18. Bruce Duffie, “Lexicographer Nicolas Slonimsky: A Conversation with Bruce Duffie,” bruceduffie.com (April
12, 1986):http://www.bruceduffie.com/slonimsky.html.
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Nicolas Slonimsky, in addition to being a composer, pianist and conductor, was a
respected lexicographer. Slonimsky, although known as a composer and conductor initially,
eventually came to be equally regarded as a compiler of information, and as a noted writer of
musical reference texts such as Music Since 1900, published in 1937, and Baker’s Biographical
Dictionary of Musicians, published in 1958. His meticulous attention to detail as an author of
music reference texts—and corrector of countless errors regarding dates, events, and details
about thousands of musicians and composers—is legendary.
Slonimsky was not known as a music theorist per se. Although he does put forth
theoretical concepts in his thesaurus as a direct result of novel scale constructions for instance,
the book is equally a collection of information and concepts that Slonimsky had come to know
and study through the years. In fact, there are numbered scalar entries in the thesaurus that he
attributes by name to Rimsky-Korsakov and Arnold Schoenberg among others, demonstrating
that all of the information appearing in the book did not originate with him. Credit must be given
to Slonimsky for making somewhat clear this aspect of compilation of previously existing
knowledge coupled with much proprietary material, as opposed to a collection of sole intellectual
property. Beyond his influence on modern jazz artists of the 1950’s and beyond, Nicolas
Slonimsky was a pedagogical influence on artists outside of jazz such as Frank Zappa.19
Slonimsky died on Christmas day, 1995, at the age of 101.
John Coltrane was born in Hamlet, North Carolina, on September 23, 1926. He began
playing clarinet at age twelve. A few years after his grandfather passed away in 1939, his mother
and Coltrane moved north to Philadelphia, arriving in 1944. He immediately began to play in his
high school band in Philadelphia. At the advice of his school band instructor in North Carolina,

19. Slonimsky, Perfect Pitch, 251–253.
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his mother bought him an alto saxophone. He was already playing alto when he arrived in
Philadelphia, where Coltrane became serious about music. He took private weekly lessons first at
the Ornstein School of Music, and then at the Granoff Music Studios school.
Coltrane was drafted into the Navy in 1945 on the same day American forces dropped the
atomic bomb on Nagasaki. He was discharged in 1946. He returned to Philadelphia, and spent
several years apprenticing as a sideman in various rhythm and blues bands. He eventually joined
Dizzy Gillespie’s big band in the early 1950’s where he remained for a few years. This band
featured not only Gillespie himself on trumpet, but also the alto saxophonist Charlie Parker.
Upon hearing Parker improvise night after night during tours of the band, Coltrane caught a
glimpse of his future musical path.20
A few years after Coltrane had been back in Philadelphia, he resumed lessons at the
Granoff studios. However, this time he began private lessons with a key figure in his
development, Dennis Sandole, whom he studied with weekly between 1946–52.21 Sandole was a
guitarist, composer, and highly regarded music pedagogue in Philadelphia, yet his reputation as a
groundbreaking teacher extended far outside the limits of Philadelphia. Charlie Parker expressed
interest in studying with Sandole; countless jazz and classical musicians also wanted to study
with Sandole, who possessed intimate knowledge of not only jazz language and traditional jazz
improvisational approaches, such as chord-scale relationships, but also modern classical methods
of harmony and composition used by classical composers. He was the perfect teacher to satisfy
Coltrane’s curiosity about classical music and its harmonic concepts, and was clearly the person

20. Bill Cole, John Coltrane (Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press, 1976), 23–27.
21. Anonymous author, “Dennis Sandole; Mentored John Coltrane,” latimes.com Vol. unknown, Issue unknown
(October 9, 2000): https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2000-oct-09-me-34013-story.html.
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who could impart these principles to him, consequently widening his harmonic horizons as an
improviser and composer.
Sandole was born in Philadelphia in September, 1913, and died there in 2000.
Completely self-taught, he began playing guitar at age sixteen. He also began playing the piano,
and studying music theory and composition seriously around this time and progressed very
rapidly. He performed in jazz groups and cabaret acts in and around the Atlantic City, New
Jersey, area for several years before relocating to Hollywood, California in the late 1930’s. It was
there that Sandole became a staff guitarist for MGM studios, playing and recording with, among
others, Billie Holiday and Frank Sinatra.22 During this period Sandole became seriously
interested in developing a more comprehensive pedagogical approach for improvisers, jazz
musicians, and classical musicians.
He believed that gaps existed within music pedagogy, and saw the need for an approach
that incorporated teaching methods from both jazz and modern classical music. It was his fervent
desire to have the musical means and knowledge to teach any type of instrumentalist.23 He had
much interaction with not only the jazz community, with whom he performed regularly, but also
many symphonic musicians who were also on staff at MGM at the time. Returning to
Philadelphia in the middle 1940’s, Sandole began to teach through the Granoff Music Studios.
He quickly became one of the most sought-after music teachers in Philadelphia and taught there
from 1946 to 1952.

22. Thomas Scott McGill, “Dennis Sandole’s Unique Jazz Pedagogy,” (March 19, 2013): 36,
https://www.crj-online.org/v5/CRJ-DennisSandole.php.
23. Ibid., 1.
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John Coltrane had heard about Sandole through some local Philadelphia jazz musicians
and quickly signed up for weekly lessons with him in 1946.24 Many notable students in addition
to Coltrane studied at various times with Sandole such as Michael Brecker, Randy Brecker, Joe
Diorio, Benny Golson, Jim Hall, Pat Martino, and James Moody, all of whom were among the
top tier of jazz improvisers in the world at various points in their respective careers. Sandole was
known to freely reference harmonic concepts from several notable modern classical music texts
such as Vincent Persichetti’s Twentieth Century Harmony, Walter Piston’s Orchestration,
Piston’s Principles of Harmonic Analysis, and Nicolas Slonimsky’s Thesaurus of Scales and
Melodic Patterns.25 Sandole constructed his unique pedagogy by fusing many of the concepts he
referenced in these texts with respect to harmony and composition techniques, with semitraditional approaches to jazz improvisation, as well as many scalar concepts he developed
personally.
Because of his awareness of the previously mentioned texts, which are but a few
examples of modern classical music texts Sandole was familiar with, it is possible that he was
aware of Korsakov’s Practical Manual of Harmony. Korsakov’s harmony text was first
translated into English in 1930, so Sandole may have referenced it in lessons with Coltrane. It is
also possible that Sandole never referenced Korsakov’s book explicitly, but incorporated some of
the harmonic devices and concepts from the book into his pedagogical method. He did reference
the specific texts previously mentioned however, and also recommended specific pieces for
Coltrane to listen to and study such as Bartok’s string quartets. He told Coltrane, “In Bartok’s
string quartets you can hear an entire symphony orchestra.”26 Interestingly, when Sandole was

24. Ibid., 1.
25. Ibid., 3.
26. Ibid., 36.
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once asked by a student to describe his own music, he referred to it as “a combination of jazz,
opera and ballet.”27 It was Sandole who introduced Coltrane to Slonimsky’s thesaurus during
their lessons. He recommended the book to Coltrane as an ongoing source of referential melodic
material that could potentially provide new approaches to improvisation, in addition to concepts
from the text they studied in their lessons together. So, even if Coltrane did not study RimskyKorsakov’s harmony textbook directly, he studied Slonimsky’s thesaurus, which has an
indisputable connection with Russian harmonic traditions as exemplified by Rimsky-Korsakov
and his influential textbook.
Musicians knew that Coltrane diligently studied Slonimsky’s thesaurus at the behest of
Sandole, who said of Coltrane: “He used to take two legitimate classical lessons with me per
week, not one. He was superbly prepared for each one. He was superlatively gifted, you know. I
mostly teach a maturing of concepts, and it involves advanced harmonic techniques you can
apply to any instrument. Coltrane went through eight years of my literature in four years. We
became excellent friends. We had dinner together once a week.”28
Areas of intersection of specific shared harmonic devices and sequences used both by
Korsakov and Coltrane could also have had their origins in Coltrane’s lessons with Sandole, who
extensively taught harmonic sequences featuring third relations. Before his lessons with Sandole,
there is no recorded evidence of Coltrane using third-related sequences in his music. After
studying with Sandole for several years, Coltrane compositions began to emerge featuring
various iterations of third related sequences as governing modulatory schemes. The use of
various specific harmonic sequences centered around the root motion by third was an essential

27. Ibid., 1.
28. Lewis Porter, John Coltrane: His Life and Music (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1998), 51.
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component of Korsakov’s compositional method. In the mid to late 1950’s, Coltrane began to
use these harmonic sequences that are identical in nature to the harmonic devices found in
Korsakov’s Practical Manual of Harmony.
Regardless of how Coltrane became aware of these harmonic devices, I will show
through analysis of compositions by both Coltrane and Korsakov that a repeated pattern of
overlap forms between these two composers with regards to specific harmonic devices and
sequences.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review and Methodology
Some research has offered analyses of the Coltrane Cycle. These analyses have come to
be regarded as definitive theoretical explanations of the harmonic sequences and devices used by
Coltrane in his compositions comprising his mid-career period of 1959–1963. Although
somewhat accurate explanations of these harmonic devices, the analyses tend to examine this
period of Coltrane’s music through an orthodox theoretical paradigm. Due to this more
traditional method of analysis, essential aspects of a subtler nature of many of the harmonic
sequences used by Coltrane, and their origins as singular and preexisting harmonic devices
which predate jazz as a genre, remain hidden.
My analyses diverge significantly, but not completely, from a given key in the traditional
sense, and often are not predicated on expected dominant-tonic relationships as theoretical
solutions. It is important to keep in mind that analyses which utilize traditional methods of
theoretical analysis of the Coltrane Cycle, such as Roman numeral analyses, while somewhat
acceptable as theoretical conclusions, do not necessarily reflect the architecture and phrasing of
the compositions in question. Listening to these compositions, coupled with an awareness of
these harmonic devices and sequences as singular devices designed to readily traverse multiple
and distantly related tonal centers, provides clarity and weight to the analysis offered here.
A key study in the existing literature on the harmonic sequences and governing
modulatory schemes underlying Coltrane compositions between 1959–1961, is David Demsey’s
article, “Chromatic Third Relations in the Music of John Coltrane,”29 which established many of

29. David Demsey, “Chromatic Third Relations in the Music of John Coltrane,” Annual Review of Jazz
Studies, Vol. unknown (1991): https://openmusiclibrary.org/article/46442/.
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the existing methods of theoretical analysis used in jazz pedagogy over the last twenty-five years
to analyze and deconstruct the compositions of John Coltrane featuring the Coltrane Cycle.
Demsey’s research examines several compositions of this period, both original pieces by
Coltrane and several pieces from the body of standard jazz repertoire, which feature
reharmonizations of the original songs’ chord structures by Coltrane. Although these
reharmonizations of standard jazz material such as “But Not For Me” and “Body and Soul”
feature aspects of the Coltrane Cycle, it is the category of Coltrane’s original compositions that I
will focus on here.
The architecture of the Coltrane cycle as it appears in “Giant Steps,” is shown in Example
2. It features a major triad or major seventh followed by a dominant seventh related by a minor
third, which moves up a perfect fourth (or down a perfect fifth) to a major triad or major seventh.
This is followed by a dominant seventh chord again related by a minor third, which again moves
up a perfect fourth or down a perfect fifth to a major triad or major seventh repeating the
sequence almost exactly, as the second movement along the cycle of fourths of fifths results in a
major sonority which last for an entire measure. A predominant-dominant sequence occurs in
measure four, leading to an exact repeat of measures 1–3 in measures 5–7. Measures 8–16 are
comprised of predominant-dominant-tonic activity which are related at distances of major thirds.
The second half of “Giant Steps” or phrase “B,” is detailed in Example 2.
It is the alternation of major and dominant sonorities related by a minor third that
subsequently moves along the cycle of fourths or fifths, that allows for much of the formation of
the larger “major third sequence” or “augmented cycle” on both semi-global and global levels,
that has come to been known as the defining feature of the Coltrane Cycle’s construction. It is
this specific sequence on a local level, as seen in phrase “A” of “Giant Steps” (see Example 2),
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that underscores the Coltrane Cycle. This sequence should be included as a key aspect of the
cycle’s construction in theoretical analyses, and viewed as an essential harmonic relationship
itself that is not merely a functioning aspect of dominant-tonic relations related by major thirds.
The Coltrane Cycle is not exclusively a sequence of dominant-tonic relationships that resolve at
related distances of major thirds as seen in phrase “B” of “Giant Steps” and shown in Example 2,
ultimately forming an overarching augmented cycle. It is this sequence found in phrase “A” that
underscores much of the Coltrane Cycle’s nature as a major third sequence, making it distinct
from a traditional augmented cycle. When jazz musicians refer to “Coltrane Changes,” or the
“Coltrane Cycle,” they are not necessarily referencing a complete sixteen bar song form as seen
for instance in the overall structure of “Giant Steps.” Consequently, what jazz musicians are
often referring to is a smaller-scale major third cycle occurring over three or four measures that
is formed via the very small-scale minor third-related alternation of major and dominant
sonorities sounding for two beats each. This is exactly what occurs harmonically in phrase “A”
of “Giant Steps,” and several other Coltrane compositions regarded as exemplars of the Coltrane
Cycle, that I will examine. Music theorists and scholars are often not referring to this more
concise iteration of the cycle when using the term “Coltrane Cycle,” but are referring to its
global level major third, or augmented cycle overarching formal structure.
This distinction is key to my research. By including these small-scale minor-third-related
harmonic relationships within the definition of the cycle’s construction, and which are the
gateway to the larger augmented cycles found within the overall structure, a far more
comprehensive analysis of the Coltrane Cycle would result. The graphic analysis in Example 1
uses rectangles to highlight the gravitational relationship of these small-scale harmonic
progressions related by minor thirds. Example 1 also shows how they establish harmonic
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trajectories which allow for larger major third cycles to form (essentially every other chord), via
harmonic movement along the cycle of fourths or fifths, indicated by arrows.
The previously mentioned harmonic relationship of alternating major and dominant
sonorities within the Coltrane Cycle, is the identical harmonic device that Korsakov referred to
as his “false minor third progression”, as I will show in greater detail in chapter three. I will also
show Coltrane’s frequent use of this shared device with Korsakov in two of his compositions in
addition to “Giant Steps.” Example 1 shows the basic construction of the Coltrane Cycle through
a complete iteration of its trajectory forming the first seven measures, or phrase “A” of “Giant
Steps.” Although the Coltrane Cycle’s general construction was explained previously, it is
described again following Example 1, in the context of its specific pitch level initiating on B
major.

Example 1: Coltrane Cycle Harmonic Sequence as seen in “Giant Steps”
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In the case of “Giant Steps,” the cycle begins and ends in the key of B major over an
expanse of seven measures, constituting phrase “A.” The cycle can be initiated at any pitch level
or begin in any key, as I will show in subsequent examples of other Coltrane compositions.
Interestingly, it is also in phrase “A” of “Giant Steps” where the harmonic sequences which are
identical to Korsakov’s false minor third progression device are found at local levels. Measure
one begins with a BMaj7 chord for two beats, which moves up a minor third to D7 for two beats
forming the first critical minor third-related harmonic association. Measure two is arrived at by
D7 moving up a perfect fourth to GMaj7, forming an apparent orthodox dominant-tonic
resolution on beat one of measure two. I will show in subsequent analysis and examples in my
research that this dominant-tonic association is not necessarily treated by Coltrane as a point of
resolution or cadential activity. Measure two repeats the harmonic movement found in measure
one, as GMaj7 moves up a minor third to Bb7, both for two beats, forming the second critical
minor third-related harmonic relationship. Bb7’s movement adheres to the cycle of fourths or
fifths, as it moves from beat three of measure two to EbMaj7 on beat one of measure three. It is
at this point, beat one of measure three, that Coltrane clearly defines a point of cadential
resolution. Bb7’s movement to EbMaj7 represents the first true dominant-tonic resolution in this
Coltrane Cycle as EbMaj7 lasts for four beats, all of measure three. It is important to note that
there has been one apparent dominant-tonic chordal relationship previously between measures
one and two, however any aural effect of true cadential repose is not clearly discernible until the
second dominant-tonic relationship is reached on beat one of measure three. As I will show,
Coltrane uses a number of techniques, some shared with Korsakov and some not, that make this
possible. Measure four represents an anomaly within this Coltrane Cycle in phrase “A” of “Giant
Steps,” as it serves primarily to set up the pattern of identical harmonic sequencing seen in
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measures 1–3. Measure five begins at GMaj7, and moves up a minor third to Bb7, again both
chords occupying two beats in the measure, and forming the third critical minor third-related
harmonic relationship of alternating major and dominant sonorities. Bb7 moves along the cycle
of fourths or fifths from beat three of measure five, to EbMaj7 on beat one of measure six. Bb7’s
movement to EbMaj7 between measures five and six, again would seem to be an aurally
discernible dominant-tonic relationship, but again it is not. EbMaj7 on beat one of measure six,
moves to F#7 on beat three, forming the fourth and final critical minor third-related harmonic
relationship of alternating major and dominant sonorities within this cycle. F#7 on beats three
and four of measure six resolves along the cycle of fourths or fifths to BMaj7, forming the
second clearly discernible moment of cadential resolution. This Coltrane Cycle has completed its
expanse, initiating on BMaj7 in measure one, and culminating on BMaj7 in measure 7, and has
used minor third-related chordal movements which alternate between major and dominant
sonorities four times in a relatively short duration.
These minor third-related chordal movements occurring frequently in several Coltrane
compositions, when considered in conjunction with particular aspects of phrasing as I will show
in greater detail in chapter three, and several instances of indiscernible apparent dominant-tonic
points of resolution, must be considered as an essential defining aspect of the Coltrane Cycle.
These distinctive minor-third related harmonic relationships are as important in comprehensively
defining the architecture of the Coltrane cycle, as are the major third-related areas of tonal
centricity which the majority of current analyses are predicated on.
“Giant Steps” is generally regarded as the premiere exemplar of the Coltrane Cycle. It is
viewed within jazz pedagogy, and among scholars and theorists, as the most fully realized of all
the pieces featuring the Coltrane Cycle. Not surprisingly, most theoretical examinations of the
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Coltrane Cycle focus greatly on “Giant Steps,” and Demsey’s research is no exception. My
intention is not to denigrate Demsey’s research, but to offer a new perspective of analysis which
would more comprehensively examine these compositions at the local level. Focusing on
essential harmonic relationships with respect to their nature as set harmonic devices at a local
level, brings greater understanding of their structure at a global level.
It seems that the emphasis of most research into the Coltrane Cycle, including Demsey’s,
have centered around its overarching global construction as the result of a series of harmonic
events comprised of dominant-tonic resolutions which form third-related sequences. Of course,
this analysis of third relations bears out theoretically, and one can easily discern the sequence of
third-related dominant-tonic representations in “Giant Steps,” and other compositions by
Coltrane featuring the Coltrane Cycle. However, this method of analysis often does not reflect
essential aspects in the phrasing of important chord-melody relationships, and particular points
of emphasis within the phrasing of essential chordal sequences that are built into the
compositions’ structures by Coltrane. As I will show, this is particularly true of “Giant Steps.”
Example 2 illustrates Demsey’s analysis of phrases “A” and “B” of “Giant Steps” from
his perspective of major third-related dominant-tonic relationships. As stated previously, it is the
relation of areas of tonal centricity throughout the Coltrane Cycle by major thirds that Demsey’s
research is predicated on. Example 2 uses Roman numerals to represent dominant-tonic
harmonic relationships, and arrows indicate the major third distances that all dominant-tonic
movements are related by to each another. Example 2, according to Demsey’s perspective,
begins on B major for the first two beats of measure one, and is followed by an immediate
dominant-tonic relationship starting on beat three of measure one, D7, and resolving to G major
on beat one of measure two. G major sounds for two beats in measure two, and according to
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Demsey, is followed by another dominant-tonic relationship between Bb7 on beat 3 of measure
two, and Eb major on beat one of measure three. The next dominant-tonic movement occurs on
beat three of measure four, as D7 moves to G major on the downbeat of measure five. The D7 in
measure four is preceded by Amin7, which sets up the dominant-tonic movement of D7 to G
major in measure five. G major moves to Bb7 on beat three of measure five, and is followed by
Eb major on the first beat of measure six. Demsey defines this movement as another dominanttonic relationship although there is no clear sense of cadence. Eb moves to F#7 followed by B
major in measure seven. It is here in measure seven, where another clearly identifiable cadential
moment occurs, as the B major occupies all of the measure.
Phrase “B”, or mm. 8–16 of “Giant Steps,” is comprised of a series of predominantdominant-tonic, harmonic movements, or in Roman numeral analysis, ii-V-I’s. There are five
instances of this harmonic movement contained within phrase “B” of “Giant Steps.” The entirety
of phrase “B” is simply a series of dominant-tonic relations preceded by predominant minor ii
chords, which according to Demsey’s analysis, represents a level of commonality between both
phrases. However, as I will show in other examples, phrases “A” and “B” of “Giant Steps” are
not the same harmonic entity that Demsey’s analysis would lead one to believe. I will
demonstrate that both phrases have as many distinctions from each other as characteristics shared
in common.
As I will show in Examples 3 and 4, Coltrane has likely based phrases “A” and “B” of
“Giant Steps” on concepts derived from outside pedagogical sources. A detailed examination of
melodic intervallic material which Coltrane based his harmonic approaches in both phrases
around, shows evidence of being distinct concepts. So, Demsey’s application of a singular
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analysis of merely medium and large scale major third cycles as the primary analysis for the
Coltrane Cycle seems lacking as a comprehensive theoretical explanation.

Example 2: Illustration of Demsey’s T4-Related V-I Dominant-Tonic Analysis of Coltrane Cycle
in Giant Steps
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As previously mentioned, the juxtaposition of a major sonority with a subsequent
dominant sonority, as I will show in greater detail in chapter three, is the defining characteristic
of Korsakov’s false minor third progression device. The analysis offered here in chapter two, and
references made to the false minor third progression device at this juncture, are made to show a
lack of comprehensiveness in Demsey’s major third related dominant-tonic analysis.
The first apparent dominant-tonic “resolution” according to Demsey, of D7 to G, which
resolves along the cycle of fourths, is elided to the preceding false minor third progression device
of B to D7. The aural effect of this elision is a disguised resolution, or a sense of no resolution at
all, as the orthodox dominant-tonic relationship is simultaneously part of the preceding false
progression device, and the subsequent dominant-tonic relationship. It is not until the sequence is
repeated, and the arrival of the second resolution along the cycle of fourths is reached, that a
clear aural sense of resolution is discernible. All dominant-tonic movements (shown as V-I in
Example 2) within the Coltrane Cycle are related to one another at distances of major thirds.
However, it becomes clear that due to the elision of the false minor third progression device with
orthodox dominant-tonic relationships, we cannot simply credit dominant-tonic movement
related at distances of major thirds as a comprehensive analysis of the construction of the
Coltrane Cycle.
Other Coltrane compositions included here for analysis, and not examined by Demsey are
“26-2,” and “Satellite.” Examination of these compositions along with “Giant Steps,” will
demonstrate an analysis which readily accounts for the novel phrasing, and unexpected rhythmic
emphasis created by Coltrane intentionally shifting where the listener would expect key chordal
relationships and resolutions to occur on a local level. It is through this new perspective of
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analysis that the underlying devices and harmonic sequences of a shared nature with RimskyKorsakov become discernible.
Demsey’s article attributes most of the harmonic sequences forming the Coltrane Cycle
as originating in the previously mentioned Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns, by Nicolas
Slonimsky. This text is also currently regarded within jazz pedagogy, and among scholars, as the
primary literary source from which Coltrane extrapolated harmonic sequences which formed the
basis of the Coltrane Cycle. Although it is well known that Coltrane studied from this text, the
amount of specific harmonic information and harmonic sequences Coltrane used in his
compositions featuring the Coltrane Cycle that are directly attributable to the thesaurus, is
debatable. This is particularly true when one is aware of the identical nature of several of
Korsakov’s harmonic devices examined in my research that are found in the Coltrane Cycle.
Also considering Slonimsky’s connection to Korsakov’s pedagogy via the lineage shown in
chapter one, it can be stated that many of the harmonic sequences and methods Coltrane used in
the Coltrane Cycle are ultimately more rightly attributable to Korsakov, by way of Slonimsky in
relation to Coltrane, and not Slonimsky himself in terms of initial codification, as I will show in
subsequent examples.
Demsey’s analysis largely centers around the second half of “Giant Steps,” or phrase
“B,” comprised of mm. 9–16. His blueprint for what Coltrane patterned the second half of “Giant
Steps” on comes from pattern #286 in Slonimsky’s thesaurus, and is found in the section called
“Ditone Progressions” as shown in Example 3.30 The term “Ditone,” not to be confused with the
prefix “di” meaning two, in Slonimsky’s terminology, refers to the equal “division of the octave

30. Slonimsky, Thesaurus, 40.
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in three equal parts, and is intervalically identical to the augmented triad.”31 This pattern seems
to suggest areas of tonal centricity at three resolution points all related by distances of major
thirds.
Demsey’s term “chromatic thirds,” in the title of his article, refers to dominant-tonic
relationships that are related at distances of major thirds, and are derived from various diatonic
keys, thus the use of the word “chromatic.” These major third-related dominant-tonic
progressions form areas of centricity at various tonal centers at semi-global and global levels.
The use of the word “chromatic” in the context of Demsey’s article is somewhat misleading, as it
doesn’t refer to chromatic movement by semitone of dominant-tonic relationships, but dominanttonics that are derived from the chromatic scale itself. Demsey’s use of the word “chromatic,” is
in a very general sense. Demesy’s term “chromatic thirds,” although accounting for all apparent
dominant-tonic relations in the Coltrane Cycle, does not account for the smallest of local level
harmonic activity, as I will show in subsequent examples.
Example 3: Ditone Progression no. 286, from Nicolas Slonimsky’s Thesaurus of Scales and
Melodic Patterns

31. Ibid., ii.
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This melodic pattern ascends overall in a repeating sequence of the following intervallic
relationships; descending by whole step, ascending by perfect fourth, ascending by half-step
where the pattern then repeats itself. Focusing on each initial pitch in each grouping of triplets
readily reveals a melodic motif ascending in major third relations. Every fourth pitch, or each
pitch beginning a triplet grouping, can been seen as a point of harmonic resolution. These points
in the melodic sequence can represent each subsequent area of tonal centricity; C, E and G#. This
is further supported by the fact that each initial pitch of triplet groupings occurs on beat 1, or
strong beats. This formation of an underlying and governing major third cycle is also used by
Coltrane as shown in example 4.
A pattern of minor third sequences is also latent within this melodic material, formed by
minor third relations between the first and third pitches of each triplet grouping. Each minor third
relationship in this pattern corresponds to each two-measure phrase of measures 8-15 of “Giant
Steps,” which Coltrane harmonizes with ii-V-I chord sequences. Although this minor third
relationship culminates on a weak or up-beat, we will see that Coltrane exploits this relationship
on local levels of harmonization, as well as the more apparent major third relationships of Ditone
progression #286.
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Example 4: Giant Steps, mm. 8-15

Although Coltrane utilizes different rhythms in his melody between mm. 8–15 of “Giant
Steps,” he clearly employs Ditone progression #286’s identical melodic material, but has
transposed it to a different pitch level. Coltrane transposes pattern #286 up a perfect fifth. He has
converted the overall rhythmic nature of the pattern’s triplet iteration to eighth, dotted quarters,
half and whole notes, and utilizes common time.
It is Coltrane’s choice of harmonization of this melodic material, and how he builds
smaller segments of his composition out of a subtler aspect of pattern #286’s melodic
construction that is most interesting. Coltrane emphasizes not the previously mentioned major
third relationships formed between each initial note of triplet groupings in pattern #286, but
forms two-measure phrases around the minor third relationships of the initial pattern. Each twomeasure phrase’s melodic material is made up of each triplet grouping’s three pitches found in
Ditone progression #286, albeit at a higher pitch level.
Coltrane harmonizes each two-measure segment with standard ii-V-I chord sequences
which are emphasized rhythmically on the second half of beat four in every other bar. What
results is a governing major third cycle, formed by three areas of tonal centricity all related by
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major thirds throughout this eight-measure phrase. Measures 2, 4, 6, and 8 of Example 2, (or
measures 9, 11, 13, and 15 of the overall formal structure of “Giant Steps’”), represent these
areas of tonal centricity in the song’s second half. A perfectly interwoven, and concentrically
realized pairing of minor and major third relationships is brilliantly revealed in this sequence of
“Giant Steps.” The use of governing modulatory schemes comprised of major third relationships
on a more global level, is a key area of overlap and intersection between Coltrane and Korsakov,
and will be shown in subsequent examples. However, Coltrane’s equal emphasis placed on
minor third-related melodic relationships derived from Ditone progression #286, reflects the
equal weight one should apply to root motions related by minor thirds when analyzing the
Coltrane Cycle.
Ditone pattern #286’s influence on the second half of “Giant Steps” is where this research
would concur with that of Demsey’s, in that examination of this shared melodic material seems
to be evidence of Coltrane’s investigation of Slonimsky’s thesaurus. However, it is the aspect of
Coltrane’s use of ii-V-I chord progressions to harmonize Ditone pattern #286’s melodic material,
where these analyses diverge.
Demsey’s research focuses mostly on the identical nature of the melodic material itself in
pattern #286 and measures 8–15 of “Giant Steps,” from the slightly more global perspective of
major third relations, and largely ignores the more local minor third relations. It is this more local
level material which is underscored by ii-V-I chord progressions, that is unattributable in a literal
sense from the methods of harmonization in Slonimsky’s text. It is this choice of harmonization
that Coltrane utilizes in this eight-measure phrase, and specifically the presence of minor ii
chords, which are not present anywhere in the chordal sequences offered by Slonimsky to
harmonize Ditone progressions, which indicates a clear divergence, albeit subtle, from
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harmonization methods offered in the thesaurus. It becomes clear that Coltrane imposed his own
methods, and choices of harmonization in this instance, upon a melodic sequence he was
attracted to, and found in Slonimsky’s text. A detailed examination of the nomenclature and
methodology of Slonimsky’s thesaurus is imperative.
There are more than 1,300 scalar and melodic patterns that are catalogued and numbered
sequentially in Slonimsky’s Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns. Referred to as
“progressions,” these thirteen hundred patterns are offered as novel melodic, and potentially
harmonic, material for composers and instrumentalists to utilize as a means of venturing into
new musical territory. The term “progression” in this context, refers to the progression or
movement of a collection, or group of melodic pitches as it proceeds through the expanse of its
melodic trajectory. This does not refer to chord progressions or harmonic sequences specifically.
Sections on polytonal scales, polyrhythmic scales and palindromic canons follow the ordered
scalar and melodic patterns in subsequent sections.
There are twelve suggested chord sequences in each of three overarching categories of
octave division; Tritone progression, Ditone progression and Sesquitone progression. These
terms refer to the division of the octave into two, three and four equal parts respectively. Only
the categories of three-part or major thirds (Ditone), and four-part or minor thirds (Sesquitone),
divisions of the octave are pertinent to this research. The twelve chordal sequences for each of
the three categories of octave division are referred to as “Master Chords.”
In addition to his “Master Chords,” Slonimsky offers two general methods of
harmonization as overarching approaches to harmonic accompaniment for all of the melodic and
scalar patterns appearing in the text beyond just Tritone, Ditone and Sesquitone progressions;
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harmonization in major triads, or harmonization in dominant seventh chords.32 Slonimsky
presents these two general methods of harmonization in seemingly mutually exclusive terms. It
can be inferred that the user could freely combine both approaches of harmonization, although
this is never stated explicitly by Slonimsky. One of the two general approaches to harmonization
are attributed by Slonimsky to most of the melodic or scalar patterns in the text. However, these
harmonizations remain mutually exclusive in terms of their major or dominant qualities, and
never combine in a single sequence in any of the model progressions offered in the thesaurus.
The previously mentioned twelve chordal sequences, or “Master Chords,” offered as
harmonization for each of the three large categories of octave division which include three-part
divisions (Ditone) or major third sequences, and four-part (Sesquitone) or minor third sequences,
are offered exclusively as dominant quality chordal sequences, and never combine with other
qualities in a single sequence. These twelve dominant quality chordal sequences are only offered
for patterns #181–56. All of the major third or Ditone, and minor third or Sesquitone patterns
appear between #18–567.33
It is likely that Slonimsky intended his “Master Chords” to represent an overarching or
governing modulatory scheme for the melodic patterns attributed to each group of twelve chord
sequences for Tritone, Ditone, and Sesquitone categories respectively, thus the use of the term
“Master.” “Master,” likely refers to their implementation as a legend or blueprint in which to
structure more local-level harmonic activity around. Despite their exclusively dominant
qualities, these groups of twelve chordal sequences related at equal intervallic distances can
function as a governing modulatory scheme for areas of semi-global and global tonal centricity.

32. Slonimsky, Thesaurus, 240–241 and 244.
33. Ibid., 27–73.
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Focusing on the category of Ditone progressions, an area of overlap between Korsakov,
Slonimsky, and Coltrane becomes clearly discernible via the common use of governing majorthird-related areas of tonal centricity. Examples 5–8 illustrate the commonality of this shared
method of governing modulatory schemes on semi-global and global scales.

Korsakov’s False Major Third Sequence in Slonimsky and Coltrane
Example 5 shows the twelve chordal sequences Slonimsky offers on page 244 of his
Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns. These particular twelve chordal sequences are
designated for Ditone progressions, or major third-related sequences which divide the octave into
three equal parts. The result is the formation of a governing modulatory scheme comprised of
three areas of tonal centricity all related by major thirds. These areas of tonal centricity form an
overarching augmented triad as each area of centricity represents a single pitch of the triad; B,
Eb, and G. These three areas of tonal centricity can either ascend or descend, and may start the
sequence on any one of the three pitches comprising the augmented triad. The circled sequences,
or sequences 2, 6, and 10, represent the three permutations of the shared overarching augmented
triad, or three areas of tonal centricity used by Korsakov, Coltrane, and Slonimsky in Examples
5–8; G-B-Eb, B-Eb-G, and Eb-G-B respectively. Although the use of major third-related interval
cycles represents commonality of a more general nature between the three men, it is illuminating
nonetheless in that all four Examples, 5–8, use the same pitch collection resulting in the
formation of the same governing augmented triad of Eb, G, and B.
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Example 5: Slonimsky’s Masterchords for Ditone Progression Scales and Patterns 181–391, Thesaurus of
Scales and Melodic Patterns (244)

Ignoring the exclusively dominant seventh quality of the harmonies (fifths omitted)
offered by Slonimsky in Example 5, and focusing on each root note of the three harmonies in
Ditone sequences 2, 6, and 10, reveals the formation of the governing augmented triad comprised
of potential areas of tonal centricity.
Examples 6 and 7 illustrate how Korsakov uses the same major third-related interval
cycle comprised of the identical pitches found in Slonimsky’s Ditone progressions two, six, and
ten. Taken from Korsakov’s opera The Golden Cockerel, Example 6 reveals the presence of the
same governing augmented triad initiating on Eb.
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Example 6: The Golden Cockerel, entrance of the astrologer, Rehearsal 6 (from Ewell 2016, 132)
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Korsakov juxtaposes two different governing augmented triads related by a semitone which
results in the formation of the hexatonic collection of Eb, E, G, Ab, B, and C. However, it is the
presence of the augmented triad formed around the pitches of Eb, G, and B that is the focus here.
Example 7 is taken from Korsakov’s opera Mlada, and again demonstrates his use of the
same governing augmented triad resulting from sonorities related at major third-related interval
cycles.
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Example 7: Mlada, Scene 6, mm. 3-9 after Rehearsal 53 (from Ewell 2016, 135)

Interestingly, Examples 6 and 7 show Korsakov using harmonies of exclusively major, and
dominant seventh respectively within the governing augmented triad comprised of major thirdrelated sequences. This reflects the two general approaches to harmonization previously
mentioned, and offered by Slonimsky in his thesaurus, representing a clear example of the direct
influence of Korsakov’s methods on Slonimsky.
Examples 6 and 7 represent what Korsakov referred to as the “False Major Third”
progression sequence, which predates Slonimsky. All qualities of the harmonic sonorities in each
individual example are the same, and do not alternate qualities as in the false minor third
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progression sequences presented in this research. These major third related sequences qualify as
false progressions by Korsakov’s definition as I will show in greater detail in the subsequent
chapter, because of their unrelated nature to each other which results from the lack of any single
governing scale or tonality shared by the harmonic sonorities involved.
Lastly, Example 8 illustrates Coltrane’s use of the same governing augmented triad on
both semi-global and global levels in “Giant Steps.” An area of tonal centricity belonging to the
governing augmented triad can be found in every other measure representing its semi-global
formation, and in every fifth measure, representing its larger global iteration.
Notice that at both semi-global and global levels, all sonorities comprising each area of
tonal centricity share the same quality, in this case major. From this more global perspective, it
becomes clear that Coltrane has employed the same harmonic device known to Korsakov as the
“False Major Third Progression” in “Giant Steps,” and to a lesser extent, the same formation of
areas of global centricity arrived at via Slonimsky’s Ditone progressions 2, 6, and 10. C
Chronologically, Korsakov would be the earliest exemplar of the modulatory approaches
linking all three men, but it is illuminating to see their individual approaches to essentially the
same harmonic device. It is important to note that in these four examples, and particularly in the
Slonimsky “Masterchords” of Example 5, the pervasive influence of Korsakov’s compositional
methods and modulatory approaches over all composers who had passed through his lineage
either directly or indirectly, including Slonimsky, is readily discernible. It is highly unlikely that
Korsakov’s initial codification of the false major third progression on page 110 of his Practical
Manual of Harmony, and its place within his methods of teaching composition, did not
significantly influence Slonimsky.
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Example 8: Global Major Third Sequences in Coltrane’s Giant Steps

Though the presence of an overarching and governing major third sequence is apparent
in “Giant Steps,” and certainly confirms to an extent Demsey’s analysis, as I will show in detail
in chapter three, this more global analysis does not comprehensively account for essential
harmonic activity occurring at the local level. It is this local level activity, occurring within the
larger global harmonic schemes I have just shown, that largely defines not just “Giant Steps,” but
the Coltrane Cycle in general.
It should also be mentioned that in addition to the two general approaches of
harmonization offered, Slonimsky might be implying that the user could derive harmonic
sonorities directly from the melodic or scalar material itself. This approach can potentially result
in unexpected and unusual vertical sonorities due to the specific intervallic relationships forming
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each melodic or scalar pattern, resulting in harmonies of qualities outside of either approach of
mutually exclusive harmonization offered by Slonimsky. While certainly liberating to the user
with regard to the potential of constructing extended vertical sonorities, this context is distinct
from an approach to composition which offers specific chordal sequences not limited by chord
quality, and allows for incorporation or alternation of various qualities within a given sequence
that underscores a melodic line. As I will show in the next chapter, Korsakov’s harmonic devices
and sequences which overlap with identical harmonic activity in the Coltrane Cycle on both local
and global levels, seamlessly weave major, minor, and dominant chord qualities into the fabric of
their harmonic design, resulting in sequences not limited to any single quality. In fact, because of
the incorporation of several qualities into a single harmonic device or sequence, a range of
harmonic colors can be achieved in relatively short phrase lengths.
Jazz pedagogy and scholars have also sought to find harmonic precedents for the
Coltrane Cycle in the body of songs and compositions making up what is known as the “Great
American Songbook,” or standard jazz repertoire. Specific songs in this body of standard jazz
repertoire have repeatedly been cited as early exemplars of harmonic sequences resembling those
in the Coltrane Cycle such as “Have You Met Ms. Jones,” written by Richard Rodgers, and to a
lesser degree, “Con Alma,” written by Dizzy Gillespie.34 The “B” section, or bridge, of “Have
You Met Miss Jones” is believed by many jazz scholars and musicians to have influenced
harmonic sequences in the Coltrane Cycle due to its use of major-third related sequences. “Have
You Met Miss Jones” will be examined here.
Through comparative analysis, my research will demonstrate a lack of
comprehensiveness in these analyses which only examine a more global level connection

34. Porter, John Coltrane, 146.
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between these so-called precedents and the Coltrane Cycle; the use of governing and underlying
major third sequences formed at harmonic resolution points at the semi-local level, which result
in global level governing modulatory schemes comprised of major-third relations. Example 9
shows how the “B” section of “Have You Met Ms. Jones” essentially shares the same major
third-related device demonstrated in Examples 5–8 in terms of semi-global major third-related
areas of tonal centricity, known to Korsakov as the false major third progression, and to
Slonimsky as his “Masterchords.”
“Have You Met Miss Jones” is the most frequently cited song by jazz musicians,
scholars, and historians of all standard jazz repertoire, as the most likely tune among the
repertoire that Coltrane may have modelled his Coltrane Cycle on. It is frequently cited as a
model for the Coltrane Cycle because of its familiarity to all experienced jazz musicians. It is not
an obscure song within standard jazz repertoire, and Coltrane like any experienced jazz musician
was surely more than familiar with it. Also, “Have You Met Miss Jones” was written by Richard
Rodgers in 1937, and easily predates the Coltrane Cycle by twenty years. Most importantly, as I
will show in detail in Example 9, its “B” section is centered around the previously mentioned
major third-related dominant-tonic harmonic relationships, a harmonic trajectory not very
common in standard jazz repertoire during Coltrane’s early career. However, it is clear that
“Have You Met Miss Jones” is only marginally relatable to the far more intricate harmonic
relationships present within the Coltrane Cycle, as I show not only in Example 9 below, but in
greater detail in chapter three.
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Example 9: Major Third Related Sequences in ‘B’ Section of “Have You Met Miss Jones,” Richard
Rodgers

Through the above examination of the “B” section of “Have You Met Miss Jones,” it
becomes clear that it overlaps with sequences in the Coltrane Cycle in only a general sense, and
has little relation to the local-level harmonic activity which largely defines it. The major-third
related sequences in the “B” section of “Have You Met Miss Jones,” do not offer a
comprehensive analysis of the local level harmonic activity that I will closely examine in chapter
three. It is also apparent that precedents of the Coltrane Cycle are as readily discernible, or more
so, in the harmonic devices and sequences used and codified by Korsakov, than in the “Great
American Songbook.”
However, there is a much earlier, and more significant precedent to the Coltrane Cycle in
the “Great American Songbook” than “Have You Met Miss Jones.” Jerome Kern’s “Till The
Clouds Roll By,” written in 1917, twenty years before “Have You Met Miss Jones,” uses the
identical false minor third progression sequence to Korsakov’s that I define in chapter three. This
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false minor third sequence used by Kern in the verse of “Till The Clouds Roll By,” begins at B
major, the same pitch level Coltrane begins his sequence on in the first three measures of “Giant
Steps.” Kern extends the sequence over five measures, essentially prescribing whole notes to
each harmonic sonority. Interestingly, although Kern has transposed the identical sequence up a
major third that appears on page 117 of Korsakov’s Practical Manual of Harmony, he uses the
same rhythmic approach, that of exclusively whole notes, as in Korsakov’s compositional
example.
It is more than likely that Coltrane was familiar with this song and had played it. It is
also somewhat likely that he wanted to incorporate this sequence into one of his own
compositions such as “Giant Steps.” It is possible that Jerome Kern was familiar with
Korsakov’s harmony text, and had not just discovered this sequence on his own. Although
Korsakov’s text would not be translated from Russian into English until 1930, Kern would not
have had to read or write Russian to incorporate a musical example from the text in his own
compositions. Korsakov’s text predates “Till The Clouds Roll By” by more than thirty years.
Example 10 illustrates the false minor-third progression in the verse of “Till The Clouds Roll
By.” It is identical to the opening sequence of Coltrane’s “Giant Steps,” as shown in Example
12, and Korsakov’s false minor third progression device shown in Example 11, in chapter three.
Korsakov’s false minor third progression device, and use of the wholetone scale in
specific renderings which facilitate the false progression sequence, are defined and represented
in detail in chapter three. It is these techniques of specific harmonic sequences and devices
shared by Korsakov and Coltrane which jazz pedagogy’s overall analyses of the Coltrane Cycle
have not looked to, or are unaware of, which accounts for this lack of a more comprehensive
analysis of the Coltrane Cycle at local levels.
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Example 10: Verse Section of Till The Clouds Roll By, Jerome Kern (1917)
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Chapter 3

Korsakov’s Harmonic Devices and Sequences Defined
In Korsakov’s Practical Manual of Harmony, he defines the “false progression” as: “Any
connection between two chords belonging to two different tonalities or modes is a false
progression.”35 The juxtaposition of any two harmonic sonorities within the context of a
harmonic sequence, and which do not share a single governing scale or tonality constitutes a
false progression.
Korsakov’s false progressions appear in two primary iterations, the false minor third
progression, and the false major third progression previously shown in chapter two. Aptly
named, each of these iterations is constructed around harmonic sonorities which move and relate
at either minor or major-third distances. The false progression sequence can appear in a variety
of phrase lengths, allowing it to comprise both small and larger expanses of a given piece. As we
will see, the false progression can be formed at its most quantum level, that of just two chords, or
appear as chordal sequences covering several measures, and sometimes comprising entire
sections of a given piece.
I will show how the false progression allows for more orthodox dominant-tonic
resolutions to take place within its implementation of third-related sequences, and although they
are predicated on either interval sequence of their two iterations, they are not bound by these
parameters exclusively. Example 11 illustrates the false minor third iteration of the progression
as it appears in Korsakov’s Practical Manual of Harmony. For purposes of clarity, I have
removed a descending bass line which appears in this example on page 117 of Korsakov’s text,

35. Korsakov, Practical Manual, 108.
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to highlight only the harmonic sonorities themselves that define the false minor third progression
sequence. The descending bass line in the original example will be included in a subsequent
example to illustrate yet another specific harmonic device shared by Korsakov and Coltrane.

Example 11: Korsakov’s False Minor Third Progression Sequence, Practical Manual of Harmony (117),
Descending Bass Line Removed

Example 11 shows how this false progression begins with its defining minor third-related
juxtaposition of major and dominant sonorities, but alternates throughout its expanse with
orthodox dominant-tonic resolutions in measures three, five, and seven. The false progression
does not merely adhere to its initial interval cycle of minor thirds, but diverges from it at key
points of resolution. The false progression clearly demonstrates its flexibility in being able to not
only proceed along particular cyclic trajectories, but to also diverge from those cycles and
proceed along harmonic trajectories according to the cycle of fourths or fifths.
This characteristic of the progression proves it to be an incredibly useful tool in its
capability of allowing for immediate access to distantly related tonal centers. Because of its
predication on its defining interval cycle of minor thirds (or major thirds as shown in previous
examples in chapter two), various remote areas of tonal centricity which would require traversal
of many intermediary keys through the cycle of fourths of fifths, become more readily
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accessible. Philip Ewell also points out this useful characteristic of the false progression by
quoting Korsakov’s own assessment of its practicality: “Much like enharmonicism, false
progressions outside the limits of a tonality give us a powerful means for direct modulation to
distantly related keys. One finds the most important and most viable application of these
transitions with cyclic or sequential modulation or, in other words, in various modulating
sequences.”36 The false progression can be initiated at any pitch level, as Korsakov’s example,
recreated here as it literally appears in his text, could have initiated at any pitch level or area of
tonal centricity.
Example 12 illustrates the identical false minor-third progression sequence found in
Coltrane’s “Giant Steps” as in Korsakov’s original example from page 117 of his text, and
recreated in Example 11. It is this exact sequence, appearing at different pitch levels, that appears
in several Coltrane compositions that is now referred to as the “Coltrane Cycle.” The previously
mentioned descending bass line from Korsakov’s original example, has once again been
removed in Example 12 to highlight only the identical nature of the sequences themselves.
Measures 1–3 show the sequence transposed up a major third beginning on B major, as opposed
to G major in Korsakov’s version in Example 11. However, mm. 5–7 show the sequence
initiating on G major, the identical pitch level found on page 117 of Korsakov’s text. The false
minor third progression sequence found on page 117 of Korsakov’s Practical Manual of
Harmony, is presented out of rhythm essentially. Korsakov presents the sequence in whole notes,
and does not specify a meter due to the example’s focus on the harmonic sonorities and sequence
itself. Coltrane incorporates the identical sequence into the rhythmic framework and formal

36. Ewell, On Rimsky-Korsakov’s, 124.
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structure of phrase “A” of “Giant Steps.” All chord qualities of the harmonic sonorities, and
intervallic relations to one another are identical.

Example 12: Korsakov’s False Minor Third Sequence as Found in Phrase ‘A’ of Coltrane’s Giant Steps

Korsakov’s Descending Wholetone Scale Bass Device
Example 13 presents another harmonic device shared by Korsakov and Coltrane; the use
of the wholetone scale rendered as a descending bass line as a means of facilitating the false
minor-third progression. The use of the wholetone scale in the form of a descending bass line, is
a clever way of creating essentially contrary motion against the ascending false progression.
Although this device does not create pure contrary motion, as some of the harmonic sonorities
occasionally move downward within the sequence to allow the false minor third progression to
reinitiate itself at a different pitch level, and to preserve smooth voice leading principles, it
creates an overall harmonic texture of contrasting directional trajectories within the sound. A
feeling of an expanding overall texture is achieved due to the divergence of the ascending
harmonic sonorities of the false progression sequence and the descending bass line.
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Korsakov’s use of the wholetone scale is also an indication of his innovative use of
hexatonic principles, an area of scholarly research unto itself. The term hexatonic, in this case
represents any six-note collection. The wholetone scale of course is one such collection, thus the
term hexatonic in the context of this research, does not refer to the hexatonic scale itself, also
known as the augmented scale. Example 13 illustrates Korsakov’s compositional example of the
false minor-third progression sequence facilitated by the wholetone scale descending in the bass,
as it appears on page 117 of his harmony text. The descending bass line is now included.

Example 13: Korsakov’s Harmonization of the Descending Wholetone Scale in the Bass by Means of False
Progression, Practical Manual of Harmony (117)

Example 14 shows the identical descending wholetone scale bass device underscoring the
same false minor third progression sequence found in Example 12, as played in mm. 1–3, and
mm. 5–7 in phrase “A” of Coltrane’s “Giant Steps.” As stated earlier, Coltrane has transposed
the entire sequence including the bass line up a major-third, initiating the sequence on B major in
mm. 1–3. Measures 5–7 show the entire device at the same pitch level as in Korsakov’s
compositional example from page 117 of his harmony text.
Example 14 also indicates what is played during the melody of “Giant Steps” both at the
beginning and end of the song by Coltrane and his ensemble as recorded in 1959. It is likely that
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the descending wholetone bass line was suggested to bassist Paul Chambers by Coltrane during
the recording session, to be played under the melody which begins and ends the song.

Example 14: Korsakov Descending Wholetone Scale Bass Device in Coltrane’s “Giant Steps”

Examples 15 and 16 show Coltrane’s use of the false minor-third progression sequence in
two of his compositions other than “Giant Steps”; “26-2” and “Satellite.” The construction of the
false minor third progression sequences in both “26-2” and “Satellite” are identical to
Korsakov’s false minor third progression sequence shown in Example 11. Examples 15 and 16
illustrate the “A” sections of each of these compositions. It is in the “A” sections where Coltrane
most frequently uses the false minor third progression device.
The device is used multiple times within the eight measures making up the “A” sections
of both “Satellite” and “26-2.” It appears five times within the first eight measures of “26-2,” and
six times in “Satellite,” both exceeding the number of times Coltrane uses the device in the “A”
section of “Giant Steps,” where it appears four times. The only distinction between these
examples in terms of their use of the false minor-third progression sequence, lies in the various
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pitch levels where Coltrane initiates them. In “26-2,” the sequence initiates at F major, and
occurs three times within mm. 1–3, and twice more in mm. 5–6. In “Satellite,” the sequence
initiates at G major, and occurs three times within mm. 1–3, and three more within mm. 4–6.
Measures 1–3 of “Satellite” are identical in terms of pitch level, and sequence construction, to
Korsakov’s false minor-third progression from page 117 of his harmony text. I have included the
apparent dominant-tonic relationships to reflect the identical nature of their construction to that
of Korsakov’s in example 11.
Example 15: False Minor Third Progression Sequence in Coltrane’s 26-2

Example 16: False Minor Third Progression Sequence in Coltrane’s Satellite
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Inverted Resolutions in Coltrane Via the False Minor Third Progression Device
The false progression device at its most quantum-level, that of a two-chord relationship
of a major chord and its subsequent related dominant seventh chord, is the basic building block
upon which all the illustrated false minor third progression sequences in my examples are
predicated on. It is this essential two-chord relationship that Korsakov refers to in his definition
of the false progression on page 108 of his Practical Manual of Harmony as stated at the
beginning of this chapter. This fundamental relationship allows for the deemphasizing of
traditional dominant-tonic relations as expected points of tonal demarcation and cadential
punctuation within a chordal sequence. Due to this primary correlation of the fundamental major
sonority juxtaposed with its subsequent dominant partner, this divergence from expected points
of resolution becomes possible. Because of this characteristic latent within the false progression
device, the ability to not only deemphasize expected dominant-tonic relationships, but to shift or
invert where the listener would expect points of harmonic repose to occur within a chordal
sequence, becomes readily available to the composer. I will show how Coltrane cleverly uses this
aspect of the false minor third progression device in “Giant Steps” and “Satellite.”
Examples 17 and 18 illustrate how Coltrane essentially inverts orthodox dominant-tonic
relationships by emphasizing their virtual opposites; the basic false minor-third progression
relationship of major and its subsequent dominant partner, in lieu of dominant sonorities moving
to cadential repose in their subsequent major resolutions. In both “Giant Steps” and “Satellite,”
represented by Examples 17 and 18 respectively, Coltrane achieves this sense of inverted
resolution by means of the false minor-third progression device, and by accents played in the
melody which rhythmically coincide with the false progression. The use of key rhythmic accents
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built into the framework of these compositions define the parameters of the false progression,
and momentarily subvert the gravitational attraction of dominant-tonic resolutions in many
instances throughout the sequence. Asymmetrical phrase lengths also result from the
combination of the false progression device elided with dominant-tonic relationships, and
subsequent points of legitimate cadential resolution.
The graphics in Examples 17 and 18 use circles to depict the false minor third
progressions themselves, rectangles overlapping with circles to show elisions of the false
progression with dominant-tonic relationships, and stars underneath chord symbols highlighting
clear points of resolution. Accent markings are also included between chord symbols and melody
notes which demarcate rhythmic emphasis of the false progression device, and inverted
resolution relationships which deemphasize dominant-tonic resolutions.
In Example 17 Coltrane creates two three-measure motifs in mm. 1–3, and mm. 5–7, that
are offset by a solitary bar in measure four, resulting in an overall phrase length of seven
measures in phrase “A” of “Giant Steps.” Each three-measure segment is the direct result of
Coltrane’s use of the false progression device in the first two measures of each three-measure
motif, with the first and second false progressions elided with a dominant-tonic relationship.
Importantly, it is this initial dominant-tonic relationship that is deemphasized by rhythmic
emphasis that is placed on the false progression device, and reflected in the accents of the
descending melody throughout measures 1–3, which establishes the overall shift in harmonic
relations within phrase “A” of “Giant Steps.” The second and third measures of each threemeasure segment result in legitimate cadential dominant-tonic resolutions. Measure four is
interesting in that it serves as a one-measure respite from the preceding and subsequent false
minor third progression sequences, but creates the illusion of belonging to the false progression
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sequence actually beginning in measure five. Measure four is also the only measure in phrase
“A” where Coltrane uses a rhythm smaller than a half note in the melody, a dotted quarter note,
to begin a measure. This change of rhythm to begin the bar, coupled with the fact that measure
four is the only measure containing two chords that are diatonically related, Amin7 and D7,
reflects Coltrane’s intention to break up his two three-measure false minor third progression
sequences which surround measure four.

Example 17: Inverted Resolutions in Phrase ‘A’ of Coltrane’s Giant Steps

Example 18 illustrates Coltrane’s use of the same three-measure segments of the false
Minor third progression device elided with deemphasized dominant-tonic relationships in the
eight-measure “A” sections of his composition “Satellite,” as I have shown in the previous
example in “Giant Steps.” Coltrane again achieves a sense of inverted harmonic resolutions on a
local level within each three-measure segment, by establishing the false minor third progression
device that initiates each segment. Coltrane’s clever use of rhythmic accents in the melody of
“Satellite’s” “A” sections, once again highlight the emphasis placed on false minor third
progression relationships, shifting emphasis away from elided dominant-tonic relationships.
Interestingly, as in “Giant Steps,” Coltrane uses half time in the rhythm section, in conjunction
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with the almost exclusively half note rhythms of the melody throughout each three-measure
segment, to further emphasize each two-chord false minor third progression relationship, as
opposed to rhythmic emphasis placed on each embedded dominant-tonic relationship. Example
18 uses the same graphic illustration methods as Example 17.

Example 18: Inverted Resolutions in Coltrane’s Satellite

It is highly likely that Korsakov viewed the false progression device primarily as a means
of accessing distantly related tonal centers, and as a way of freeing his modulatory schemes in
his compositions from adhering to the cycle of fourths or fifths in terms of related, and governing
areas of tonal centricity. It is also likely that Korsakov did not specifically intend to deemphasize
dominant-tonic resolutions, but rather establish harmonic relations which inevitably result in
novel harmonic trajectories. Whether Coltrane was aware of Korsakov’s device as an existing
harmonic method available to him or not, it is apparent that he also used the device to free his
compositions from typical modulating schemes mostly adhering to the cycle of fourths or fifths.
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However, Coltrane clearly reveals another aspect of the false minor third progression
device’s potential in its ability to deemphasize orthodox dominant-tonic resolutions, and create
novel gravitational relations between harmonic sonorities. As I have shown in Examples 17 and
18, Coltrane has not only utilized the same false minor third progression device found in the
work of Korsakov, but has somewhat reinvented it. His use of the device to serve two primary
purposes; to not only quickly access and traverse multiple and distantly related tonal centers like
Korsakov, but to also specifically shift emphasis away from dominant-tonic resolutions,
essentially creating a new type of local level harmonic resolution comprised of the false minor
third progression itself. Coltrane’s use of rhythm to underscore these new local level resolutions
in “Giant Steps” and “Satellite,” further reveals his reinvention of the false minor third
progression device.

Conclusion
Through examination of my research, it becomes clear that John Coltrane looked outside
the scope of jazz and improvisational music in general in order to extend the harmonic
parameters of his compositions. Jazz musicians and scholars, aware of Coltrane’s interest in the
compositional techniques of western classical music, have continually speculated about what
specific harmonic material he may have incorporated into his music, and what sources he may
have derived them from. The comparative analysis in my research offers evidence of what a
good portion of that specific harmonic material is, and what possible sources he derived them
from whether directly or indirectly.
Of all the sources included in this research, it is the harmonic techniques, principles, and
devices of Korsakov that should be regarded as the touchstone for the harmonic sequences
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present in the Coltrane Cycle. As I have shown, other likely sources of how Coltrane may have
become aware of the harmonic devices in question, and other extant examples of these devices
which predate the development of the Coltrane Cycle and are regarded as precedents, are
predated by, and traceable to, Korsakov’s influence. Consciously or unconsciously, John
Coltrane ingeniously incorporated into his music several identical harmonic devices and
governing harmonic principles that are chronologically traceable to initial codification in
Korsakov. It also becomes clear that not only did Coltrane incorporate several of these key
devices into the Coltrane Cycle, but that he essentially reinvented them, breathing new life into
them by finding novel aspects of these devices that not even Korsakov himself had utilized.
Lastly, this research offers what I believe to be a far more comprehensive and accurate
analysis of the Coltrane Cycle in comparison to existing analysis. From the perspective of the
analysis offered here, jazz pedagogy may potentially incorporate this new understanding of the
design and lineage of the Coltrane Cycle into its methods of teaching it to improvisers,
composers, and students of jazz.
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